
The Keyhaven Expeditionary Force to Brownsea Island report 

To try to beat the traffic we all set off early to trail our scows to Baiter. The Garrods had the 
worst trip as they found roads closed and had to go back via Cadnam, but we all got there 
and were on the water before 11.00.  We being: David and Carolyn, Ken and Sue, Paula 
with Norma as crew (and also helm), John with Christopher who also took a turn helming, 
and us with Gally,(our Whippet), who did not helm. 

The parking and paying were easy, we paid by card - £15 in the machine for the whole 
day, car, trailer, launching fees and harbour dues.  There were loos ,though the fun-fair 
made the walk to them a little longer. The slipway was well marked, not muddy and not too 
steep. 

At first there was very little, if any, wind so it was out with the paddles till we could find 
some. As you will see from the picture we headed off west to go round Brownsea Island.  
Before we left, a rather large ship carrying lots of ‘sun seekers’ steamed passed us. Paula 
said - ‘hey you didn’t say anything about BIG ships’ .However, luckily the cross channel 
ferry wasn’t running so we have something to thank covid for.  

The wind was flukey and inconsistent most of the way to our picnic spot on Bramble Bay, 
and it took us two and a quarter hours to get there. But the sun shone and the sea 
sparkled and the islands looked lovely so nobody was that bothered. Except perhaps 
Gally. As you will see we did take a bit or a short cut across the shallows to the south of 
Brownsea, but with scows that was easy. 
 



Above the RYA 
recommended route, below our route. 



We landed on the white sand beach and had our picnic - and Ken even went in for a swim. 

 

 



With the wind considerably stronger and behind us the trip back took just 40 minutes. We 
headed straight across towards the island turned to the east then hugged the shore of the 
island so as not to get caught by the tide and disappear out of the entrance.  It was lumpy 
and a dead run is never my favourite point of sail.  It became even less so when a power 
boat steamed in past us - I do not think he even saw us. Carolyn was on the right gybe to 
head into the wake we and I think all the others were not so we turned up into wind a bit 
which at least meant we were on a safer point of sail to cope with the wake even so it was 
not a pleasant experience - but we all came through unscathed. The landing beach was a 
real lee shore but everyone managed a near perfect landing. 

All in all it was a very successful trip and one to be repeated. Many thanks to all who made 
the effort.  And many congratulations to Paula, our newest member,  for  coping so well 
with all the challenges. 


